
BOOK 2, UNIT 3, ‘THE LATER TUDORS’  

Textbook:  

 Early Modern Britain 1509-1760 (Collins ‘Knowing History’ series)  

Writing focus: 

 Historical explanations. 

 Three paragraph ‘balanced argument’ mini-essays. 

Final Assessment:  

 Essay: ‘Why was the Spanish Armada such a significant 
event during the reign of Elizabeth I?’ 

# Focus Lesson Title  Lesson Content  Teacher notes 

1 Reading What was Mary I’s 
‘Counter Reformation’?  

Recap   Henry VIII’s first three wives, and their children.  

 The reign of Edward VI.  

 The English Reformation, and differences between Catholicism and Protestantism.  

 

Reading  ‘Mary I’s Counter-Reformation’, pages 30-31 of Early Modern Britain 1509-1760 (Collins ‘Knowing 
History’ series) 

Keywords  Counter-reformation Catholic fight back against the spread of Protestantism in Europe 

 Heretic Someone with beliefs that question or contradict the established church 

 Martyr A person who is killed for their beliefs, often religious 

Images  Portrait of Mary I 

 The Family of Henry VIII: an Allegory of the Tudor Succession  

 Portrait of Phillip II of Spain 

 Illustrations from Foxe’s Book of Martyrs 

Activity   Answer the five ‘Check your Understanding’ questions on ‘Mary I’s Counter-Reformation’. 

2 Writing Does Mary I deserve to 
be remembered as 
‘Bloody Mary’?  

Recap  Important figures from previous lesson, such as Lady Jane Grey, Mary I, John Foxe, and Phillip II of 
Spain.  

 Vocabulary such as counter-reformation, heretic, and martyr.  

 

Keywords   Propaganda A piece of art or information used to promote a particular cause or point of view 

 Foxe’s Book of Martyrs A work of Protestant propaganda against Mary I, published in 1563 

Reading  Read from an abridged version of M Hutchings, ‘The Reign of Mary Tudor - A Reassessment’, History 
Today, 1999.  

Activity  As a whole class, complete a chart in exercise books. On one side list arguments and evidence for 
the viewpoint that Mary I’s does deserve to be remembered as ‘Bloody Mary’. On the other, 
arguments and evidence for the viewpoint that Mary I does not.  

Extended 
writing 

 Three paragraph ‘balanced argument’ answering the question: ‘Does Mary I deserve to be 
remembered as ‘Bloody Mary’?  

Homework  Read ‘Bloody Mary and the Fires of Smithfield’ (taken from Robert Lacey, Great Tales from English 
History) and answer five comprehension questions. 

3 Reading  How did Elizabeth I Recap  Questions 1-10 from the Knowledge Organiser.  Take in books to mark  



bring peace and 
stability to England?  

 Create a chart, with Catholicism leading to Protestantism on the x axis, and time from 1509 to 1558 
on the y axis, and plot the changing religious nature of England during the reigns of Henry VIII, 
Edward VI, and Mary I. 

 Emphasise the importance, for Elizabeth I, of achieving stability.  

Reading  ‘Elizabeth I’, pages 32-33 of Early Modern Britain 1509-1760 (Collins ‘Knowing History’ series) 

Keywords  Elizabethan Religious Settlement A compromise agreement returning England to Protestantism but 
allowing Catholics to worship in secret 

 Papal Bull A formal and important announcement, issued by the Pope 

 Stability A government or regime where there is little violence or change. 

Images  Coronation Portrait of Elizabeth I 

 Some of Elizabeth I’s suitors, such as Phillip II of Spain, Prince Eric of Sweden, and Robert Dudley.  

 Portrait of Mary Queen of Scots.   

Activity  Whilst reading the textbook, suggest different options for each of Elizabeth I’s three key decisions.  
Invite pupils to discuss which option Elizabeth I should choose.  

 For each of Elizabeth I’s three important decisions (religion, marriage, and Mary Queen of Scots) 
answer two comprehension questions: 

1. What issue did Elizabeth I face?  
2. What solution did Elizabeth I pursue?  

4 Writing  Should Elizabeth I have 
executed Mary Queen 
of Scots? 

Recap  Elizabeth I’s three key decisions she had to make as Queen, and her solution to each issue.   

Keywords  Babington Plot A foiled plot to kill Elizabeth I, which resulted in Mary Queen of Scots’ execution 

Images  The secret code and letters from the Babington Plot.  

Reading  Extracts from the last letter of Mary Queen of Scots, to her brother-in-law King Henry III of France, 
completed just six hours before her execution.  

Activity   As a whole class, complete a chart in exercise books. On one side list arguments and evidence for 
the viewpoint that Elizabeth I should have executed Mary Queen of Scots. On the other, arguments 
and evidence for the viewpoint that Elizabeth I  should not have done so.  

Whole-class 
feedback 

 Feedback on common errors from recent work, ‘Does Mary I deserve to be remembered as ‘Bloody 
Mary’?, and homework on ‘Bloody Mary’.   

Extended 
writing  

 Three paragraph ‘balanced argument’ answering the question: ‘Should Elizabeth I have executed 
Mary Queen of Scots?’ 

Homework   Revise questions 1-20 from the Knowledge Organiser. 

5 Reading  Why was the 
Elizabethan period 

Test  Questions 1-20 from the Knowledge Organiser. Teacher take in the mark /20.  Take in mark /20 for test.  

 Take in books to mark.   
Recap  Age of Exploration, in particular the strength of the Spain as the world’s first global superpower, and 



seen as a ‘Golden Age’?  Magellan’s circumnavigation of the world.  

Reading  ‘The Elizabethan Golden Age’, pages 34-35 of Early Modern Britain 1509-1760 (Collins ‘Knowing 
History’ series) 

Keywords  Golden Age A period of flourishing in the history of a nation or an art form 

 Royal Progress A summer journey taken by a monarch, visiting the stately homes of court favourites 

 Wars of Religion A series of European wars fought between Protestants and Catholics from 1524 to 
1648 

 Gloriana A name given to Elizabeth towards the end of her reign, from the Latin for ‘glorious’ 

Images   The Globe Theatre 

 The reconstruction of the Golden Hind 

 Illustration of Walter Raleigh laying down his robe for Elizabeth I 

Activity  Discuss the concept of a ‘Golden Age’, and ask pupils to give other examples of Golden Ages from 
their wider historical and general knowledge.  

 Watch ‘Shakespeare’s World’ from timelines.tv 

 Answer the five ‘Check your Understanding’ questions on ‘Elizabethan Golden Age’. 

6 Writing  Who was the greatest 
Elizabethan: Raleigh, 
Shakespeare or Drake?  

Recap  Key people, achievements, and events of the Elizabethan Golden Age.   

Reading  Some further information about the importance and historical significance of Shakespeare, Raleigh 
and Drake, presented on PP.  

Activity  Watch ‘Shakespeare’s World’ on timelines.tv 

 As a whole class, complete a chart in exercise books with three columns: Shakespeare, Drake and 
Raleigh. In each column, list arguments and evidence for the viewpoint that each individual was ‘the 
greatest Elizabethans’.   

Whole-class 
feedback 

 Feedback on common errors from recent work, ‘‘Should Elizabeth I have executed Mary Queen of 
Scots?’. 

Extended 
writing 

 Three paragraph ‘balanced argument’ answering the question, ‘Who was the greatest Elizabethan: 
Raleigh, Shakespeare or Drake?’ 

Homework  Read ‘Sir Walter Raleigh and the Lost Colony’ (taken from Robert Lacey, Great Tales from English 
History) and answer five comprehension questions..  

7 Reading  Why did Phillip II of 
Spain launch an 
invasion of England in 
1588?  

Recap  Questions 21-30 from the Knowledge Organiser. 

 Role of Spain as a global superpower, and Phillip II’s previous marriage to Mary I.  

 Take in books to mark.   

Reading  ‘The Spanish Armada’, pages 36-37 of Early Modern Britain 1509-1760 (Collins ‘Knowing History’ 
series) 

Images  Elizabeth I’s ‘Armada Portrait’  

Keywords  Armada Fleet of warships, often used to describe Spanish force sent to invade England in 1588 



 Galleon A large sailing ship, particularly from Spain 

 Hellburner A ship filled with explosives, set alight, abandoned and sailed towards the enemy 

Activity  Complete Worksheet A, labelling the progress of the Spanish Armada from May 1588 onwards on a 
map of Spain and the British Isles.  

8 Writing  Did England defeat the 
Spanish Armada due to 
good luck or good 
tactics?  

Recap   The Spanish Armada’s progress and eventual defeat over the course of 1588.   

Activity  As a whole class, complete a chart in exercise books. On one side list arguments and evidence for 
the viewpoint that England defeated the Armada through good luck. On the other, arguments and 
evidence for the viewpoint that England defeated the Armada through good tactics.  

Whole-class 
feedback 

 Feedback on common errors from recent work, ‘Who was the greatest Elizabethan: Raleigh, 
Shakespeare or Drake?’, and homework on Walter Raleigh.   

Extended 
writing 

 Three paragraph ‘balanced argument’ answering the question, ‘Did England defeat the Spanish 
Armada due to good luck or good tactics?’ 

Homework  Revise questions 21-40 from the Knowledge Organiser. 

9 Reading  How did life differ for 
the rich and poor in 
Tudor England?  

Test  Questions 21-40 from the Knowledge Organiser. Teacher take in the mark /20.  Take in mark /20 for test. 

 Take in books to mark 
Recap  The feudal structure of medieval society, in particular the military role played by English noblemen.  

 Previous challenges posed to the feudal system by the Black Death, the Peasants’ Revolt, and the 
War of the Roses.  

 The role played by monasteries in caring for the poor, and the dissolution of the monasteries.   

Reading   ‘Rich and Poor in Tudor England’, pages 38-39 of Early Modern Britain 1509-1760 (Collins ‘Knowing 
History’ series) 

Keywords   Gentry Class of wealthy landowners without noble titles, positioned just below the nobility 

 Poor Laws Laws passed during Tudor period, making local parishes raise money to help the poor 

 Vagrant A person with no job, who travels from place to place begging 

Images   ‘Festival at Bermondsey’ by Marcus Gheeraerts the Elder 

 Hans Holbien’s The Ambassadors and the portrait of Sir Jerome Bowes (to illustrate changing 
fashions) 

Activity   Answer the five ‘Check your Understanding’ questions on ‘Elizabethan Golden Age’. 

10 Writing   How did English society 
change between the 
Medieval and the 
Tudor periods?  
 

Recap  Rich and Poor in Tudor England, in particular the keywords: gentry, poor laws, vagrant and 
deserving poor.  

 

Activity   As a whole class, complete a chart with features of Medieval English society on one side, and details 
for how this changed during the Tudor period on the other. Include information on the nobility, the 
gentry, monasteries, and care for the poor.  

Whole-class  Feedback on common errors from recent work, ‘‘Did England defeat the Spanish Armada due to 



feedback good luck or good tactics?’ 

Extended 
writing  

 Two paragraph explanation answering the question, ‘How did English society change between the 
Medieval and the Tudor periods?’ 

11 Planning Why was the Spanish 
Armada such a 
significant event during 
the reign of Elizabeth I? 

Recap  Questions 41-50 from the Knowledge Organiser.  

Keywords   Significant A person, development or event which has an impact on its historical period, and the 
periods that follow.   

Activity   Invite pupils to offer ‘counter-factual’ scenarios for how English history might have differed had 
Philip II’s Spanish Armada been successful.  

 Discuss the meaning of the word ‘significant’. Give pupils various examples of two historical events, 
and ask them to identify which was more significant.   

 Talk through success criteria detailed on the reverse of the planning sheet, Worksheet C.  

 Remind pupils of common errors from previous assessment essay, and hand out their previous 
assessment essays to read through. 

 Use planning sheet to plan essay, ‘Why was the Spanish Armada such a significant event during the 
reign of Elizabeth I?’.  

Homework   Finish planning essay ready to write it for next lesson, and complete independent research on the 
topic. 

12 Assessment Write Assessment  Writing   Write assessment essay, ‘Why was the Spanish Armada such a significant event during the reign of 
Elizabeth I?’ in class, 55 minutes.  

 Take in assessment essay to 
mark. Also take in planning 
sheets to ensure homework 
has been completed.  

 


